Photocatalysts for Organics Degradation
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Organics degradation is one of the challenges of Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOPs), which are mainly employed for the removal of water and air pollutants. Compared to stand-alone processes, AOPs are more effective if combined with other removal means, especially to degrade recalcitrant (stable) pollutants in subsequent steps.

Integrated systems able to solve the aforementioned issues in a single step could be less expensive and more efficient, but their development requires advancements from the point of view of both materials and the process. In this Issue, a system consisting of integrated resin adsorption/Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) plasma regeneration was proposed to treat some textile dyes, showing that the DBD plasma could maintain the efficient adsorption performance of the resin while degrading the adsorbed dye [1].

Some AOPs imply the presence of catalyst, especially in photocatalytic processes: the goal of photocatalysis is to find efficient and stable materials (under the reaction conditions), which are able both to stabilize excitons (i.e., the generated electron/hole pairs) and to exploit solar light. However, the last two goals remain very ambitious and require breakthrough advances from the point of materials science (synthesis methods) and physical chemistry. Moreover, a multi-technique approach could help in studying the surface and textural properties of the photocatalyst in order to be able to unravel the phenomena regulating excitons formation and stabilization.

Different solutions are reported in the literature, including the production of nanocomposites [2,3] and of mixed phases of TiO₂ [4]. The former have to be properly designed, like in Z-Scheme g-C₃N₄/Fe-TiO₂ [2] for the photodegradation of phenol, and in heterojunction nanostructured composites for photocatalytic fuel cells [3]: both systems were able to absorb in the Vis region. As a whole, the formation of heterojunctions in the nanocomposites simultaneously favors the photogenerated electron/hole separation and maintains the reduction and oxidation properties.

Occurrence of mixed phases is another means to promote and stabilize excitons, like in Degussa P25, where the mixed rutile/anatase phase is considered responsible for its good photocatalytic performance. Recently, mixed TiO₂ phases containing brookite have been proved to display improved photocatalytic efficiency, like in N-doped anatase/brookite nanoparticles [4], obtained with high surface area by a low temperature sol-gel technique. Again, the development of new nanomaterials has been shown to have an impact on the progress of photocatalytic efficiency. Such advancements may be obtained by a plethora of synthesis methods, leading to different nanomaterials, like mixed Ni/Fe-based Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) [5] and Sr aluminates co-doped with Eu and Dy [6]. The former are porous networks, with high specific surface areas, where a thorough physico-chemical characterization by multiple techniques showed [5] that the occurrence of mixed-metal cluster Fe₂NiO was able to enhance the photocatalytic performance further, via an electron transfer effect. The latter materials
were instead prepared by different methods, namely with a hydrothermal reaction at low T and using a sol-gel method [6], pointing out the importance of developing new synthetic routes to obtain engineered (nano)materials for photocatalytic applications.
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